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The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2851-Once Ruth took the Rainbow Pill, 
Iris, Cynthia, and Snow each took one as well. 

Leon saw the three of them as his most important family and friends, so none 
of them felt the need to be overly polite. 

Roanne was the only one who was hesitant to accept the Rainbow Pills. 

It was far too valuable and she did not know Leon for that long. Hence, her 
bond with Leon was not as strong as it was with the other women and she 
could not bring herself to accept such a precious gift. 

“Roanne, this Rainbow Pill is for you. Just take it.” Leon smiled. 
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Seeing her concern, he shoved the pill into her hand. 

Though Roanne’s condition differed from that of the other four, he was close 
with the Thompsons. 

Back in the southern region, he only managed to defeat the Southern Boss 
and the Spears because he had the Thompsons’ help. 

On top of that, Roanne was a shareholder of Elegante Group and has been 
living with them in recent times. 

Apart from that, Roanne was innocent and sweet, so he came to consider her 
as a younger sister. 

Since Iris and the others each got their Rainbow Pill, he could not possibly 
leave Roanne out as it would be inappropriate. 

“Thank you, Leon!” Seeing how insistent he was, Roanne felt touched and 
accepted the pill in the end. 



“Alright. Leon, take out the Spiritual Pearl. I want to test the Rainbow Pills 
now,” 

Ruth, who was always obsessed with martial arts, could not wait any longer. 

“Sure,” Leon said and took out the Spiritual Pearl. 

Once activated, the Spiritual Pearl lifted into the air and emitted waves of 
powerful true, and spiritual energy that surrounded the group. 

Leon then took out a few premium Energy Nurturing Pills and handed them to 
the women. 

They each took the premium Energy Nurturing Pills and Rainbow Pills, before 
sitting on the ground to start their training. 

As Iris and the others started their training, Leon took out a Supreme Pure 
Energy Pill and swallowed it. 

His level in martial arts rose to the Semi-Emperor state as well. 

Hence, he had to give up. 

In the present, he produced a new batch of Supreme Pure Energy Pills and 
kept a few with him. 

As Iris and the others trained, he took one to get to the Emperor State. 

Like the others, he sat down on the ground and stared to absorb the true 
energy in his body for his training. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2852-Sometime later, Leon absorbed all 
the energy and started to push his limits over the barrier of his training. 

Before long, he jolted and reached the Initial Emperor State with the help of 
the Supreme Pure Energy Pill. 

“Great! It’s done!” Leon was overjoyed and continued training for a while 
longer to reinforce his strength, before standing up. 



Since the energy within the Rainbow Pills was far more powerful than that of 
the Supreme Pure Energy Pills, Iris and the others were still absorbing the 
Rainbow Pills’ power. 

Since they were still training, Leon took the opportunity to take out the Cuff of 
Doom and started transferring his energy into it. 
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The Cuff of Doom was a treasure in the Intermediate Almighty State. Since 
Leon’s overall strength reached the Semi-Saint State, it was of no use to him. 

However, Iris and the others were too weak and he intended to keep saving 
his energy in the Cuff of Doom. That way, Iris could use it to protect herself. 

It may come in handy at critical times. 

He already reached the Intermediate Golden Core Phase and the time he 
needed to make a sacrifice to the Cuff of Doom. 

At the moment, he would only need about four to five days to accumulate an 
attack inside the Cuff of Doom. 

After making consistent sacrifices in recent times, the Cuff of Doom already 
had two strikes in the Intermediate Almighty state. 

If everything went well, he would be able to accumulate all three strikes inside 
the Cuff of Doom before the sales drive. 

Baam! 

Sometime later, Iris reacted as Leon focused on the Cuff of Doom. 

She jolted and her true energy rose. She then passed two levels at once and 
Sensing that Iris reached the Semi-Emperor State, Leon turned his attention 
away from the Cuff of Doom and walked over to Iris. 

“Iris, this is a Supreme Pure Energy Pill. Since you’ve reached the 
SemiEmperor State, you can take this now,” he said and handed her a 
Supreme Pure Energy Pill. 



“Oh, sure.” Iris opened her eyes, accepted the pill then took it. 

Then, she focused back on her training, intending to get to the Emperor State 
with the Supreme Pure Energy Pill. 

The Supreme Pure Energy Pills could guarantee that martial artists in the 
Semi�Emperor state reached the Emperor state. 

Before long, Iris managed to reach the Initial Emperor State with the help of 
the Supreme Pure Energy Pill. 

Naturally, they were different from Iris. 

Cynthia and Snow, on the other hand, were both in the Peak Overlord state. 
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Cynthia, and Snow broke past the bottleneck of their training, so did Ruth and 
Roanne. 

Ruth was already in the Intermediate Emperor State. With the help of the 
Rainbow Pill and her exceptional talent, she broke through two barriers and 
reached the Peak Emperor state. 

Roanne was at the highest level amongst them and was already in the On top 
of that, she had a dark complex, and her talent rivaled Ruth’s. 

Hence, she managed to get to the Semi-Almighty State with the help of the 
Rainbow Pill. 

After succeeding, they continued training to reinforce their power levels before 
ending their training. 
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At the time, Leon finished saving his energy for the Cuff of Doom, so he put 
the Cuff of Doom and the Spiritual Pearl away. 



“Leon, as expected of pills made from a heavenly herb. It’s so effective!” “It 
didn’t disappoint!” 

Iris and the others spoke with excitement as they gathered around Leon. 

Ruth and Roanne were especially excited. 

Though they only rose two levels with the help of the Rainbow Pills and that 
seemed similar to the Motherwort Pills, there was a big difference. 

Their power levels were too low when they took the Motherwort Pill so it was 
normal for them to have a great leap in strength after taking the pill. 

However, they both reached the Emperor state and the Rainbow Pills still 
managed to get them past two barriers of their training. This proved how much 
more powerful the Rainbow Pills were in comparison to the Motherwort Pills. 

Naturally, the Rainbow Pills only worked so well on the two of them because 
they were extremely talented martial artists. 

In comparison, Iris, Cynthia, and Snow did not accomplish as much but were 
still satisfied with the results. 

“Iris, everyone, congratulations on getting to the higher levels,” Leon smiled 
and congratulated them. 

Though their strength meant nothing much in the vast world of martial artists, 
it was already quite impressive for people their age to reach levels above the 
Initial Emperor state. 

Amongst them, Ruth and Roanne were exceptionally powerful to have 
reached the Peak Emperor state and the Semi-Almighty state. 

With Ruth and Roanne by the other three’s side, their safety would be more 
secure. 

She was a young woman. Ever since Leon cured her, she started developing 
feelings for Leon. 

However, since Leon already had a girlfriend, she could only hide her feelings. 

Before she knew it, her feelings for Leon deepened to the point of no return. 



Hence, she felt conflicted and did not know how she could handle this feeling. 
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thank Leon, just give yourself to him,” Ruth teased. 

“What? I-” Roanne blushed. 

She did want to offer herself to Leon, but she also knew that was not possible. 

Leon had yet to accept Cynthia completely, so there was hardly any space left 
in his heart for her. 

Still, she could not help hoping that Leon would accept Cynthia one day and 
she would stand a chance of becoming the next Cynthia. 
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“Ruth, don’t bully Roanne for being shy! Leon has done a lot for you as well, 
so why didn’t you offer yourself to him?” Snow rolled her eyes at Ruth. 

Snow was the eldest amongst the women and considered Leon’s godsister. 

Hence, she was assuming the role of the eldest sister. 

She was the first to know Roanne and liked how innocent Roanne was. Since 
Ruth was teasing Roanne, she could not help but intervene. 

“I want to! So long as Iris and Cynthia are okay with it, I don’t mind dating 
Leon as well,” Ruth chuckled and hugged Leon’s arm, not at all bothered by 
Snow’s sarcastic comment. 

“You! You’re shameless!” Snow’s expression darkened, feeling defeated by 
Ruth’s carefree nature. 

“Ruth, that’s enough. It’s getting late. You should all go back to your rooms to 
rest.” Leon felt awkward. Unable to stand Ruth’s boldness, he withdrew his 
arm from her hold and changed the subject. 



“Alright, you scaredy cat. We’ll leave you and Iris alone now,” Ruth made a 
face at them and grabbed the arms of Cynthia and Roanne. 

The group left and returned to the neighboring room to rest. 

Once they left, Leon and Iris were the only ones left in the room. 

“Leon, Cynthia, and the others are gone, so we should rest soon,” Iris 
blushed, not daring to meet his eyes. 

Though she dated Leon for a while, she was still shy at times. 

Since the misunderstanding involved Candice’s privacy, he could not tell the 
truth in front of everyone. 

“I see!” Iris finally understood that Leon refused to explain himself because he 
had to. 
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Dagleish and you. How about I kiss you as an apology?” Iris felt guilty for 
falsely accusing Leon. 

Blushing, she tip-toed and kissed his cheek softly, hoping he could forgive 
her. 

“Just one kiss? That’s too little.” Sensing the soft touch of her lips, he caught a 
whiff of her pleasant scent. His heart skipped a beat and the look in his eyes 
darkened. 

After being apart from Iris for so long, he missed her dearly. 

The fact that Iris took the initiative to kiss him provoked his urges and he could 
not resist the temptation from the woman he loved. 
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“What else do you want?” Iris was taken aback and did not know what he 
meant. 



“Of course, I want more,” He smirked and wrapped his arms around her waist, 
before pulling her into his embrace. 

Iris gasped and he lifted her, before heading for the bed. 

In the next two days, Leon and the Morrisons focused on their respective 
tasks in preparation for the sales drive. 

In the meantime, Leon set aside matters related to the Elegante Group. He 
and his confidantes took over all matters in the Cynthion Group branch. 

With the help of his confidantes, he soon made arrangements for all mundane 
matters and matters related to the sales drive. 

The Morrisons, on the other hand, were tasked with marketing and security. 

Given their influence in the Western region, all families in the Western region 
soon learned about the sales drive and that alchemical pills would be sold. 

This stirred up quite a storm in the western region and almost everyone knew 
about it. 

With that, everything was in place. 

A day before the sales drive, the Western Boss, the Southern Boss, and 
Felton were all in a discussion in the living room of the Western Boss’s 
mansion. 

When the Southern Boss stole the Rainbow Flower, he handed half of it along 
with half the Sunlit Herb to the Western Boss. 

The two then focused on their training, hoping to get to the Peak Almighty 
State with the Rainbow Flower and Sunlit Herb. 

All their efforts paid off. 

After training for a few days, they ascended to the Peak Almighty State from 
the Once they completed their training, they immediately learned from Felton 
that Leon partnered with the Morrisons and started preparing for the sales 
drive. 

The three of them were currently discussing it. 



He witnessed the power of the alchemical pills in person and knew just how 
much potential Cynthion Group held. 

If Cynthion Group hosted a sales drive here and succeeded, its influence 
would double. 

Once that happened, the Fermers would struggle to take Leon down or claim 
Cynthion Group as their own. 

On the other hand, the Morrisons were the most powerful family in the 
western region, making them an enemy of the Farmers. 

That would make them even more powerful than the Fermers and thus affect 
the Termers’ gain. 

 

 

 

 


